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Foreword
In recent years interest in the pulmonary surfactant system has very much increased and interesting experimental work has been done. Until now the theoretical view has dominated because the surfactant system plays a basic role in lung physiology. However, it has recently been acknowledged that disturbances in the surfactant system may be of great clinical importance. This was shown very impressively in hyaline membrane disease of the newborn, but there is an extending field of knowledge showing a pathogenetically important role of surfactant in adult diseases like embolism, lung edema and shock lung as well.

The present symposium, held in Hamburg on October 31st and November 1st 1979 discusses the clinical importance of the surfactant system. Different aspects of experimental work, scientific problems of anesthesia, intensive care, obstetrics and pediatrics have been touched upon. These different points of view have led to a mutual benefit of clinical and experimental work and many new ideas and insights into the function of the surfactant system and its role in the pathogenesis of lung diseases as well as possibilities in treating disorders of the surfactant system are presented and discussed.

The symposium was generously supported by: Senat der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg; Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft; Jung-Stiftung für Wissenschaft und Forschung, Hamburg, and Dr. Carl Thomae, Biberach/Riss. This support also made it possible to publish the results of the symposium. The help of Prof. Dr. H. Herzog, Basel, editor of the series Progress in Respiration Research is very much appreciated.

Peter von Wiehert